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Abstract 

 

Collaborative virtual environments with heterogeneous computing resources and user preferences often 
reduce data fidelity to accommodate such heterogeneity. Given the resource limitations and user 
preferences, the problem is to optimize the fidelity degradation so as to achieve maximum semantic 
consistency across the different data representations. Consistency maximization can be formulated as an 
integer-programming problem, wherein constraints are resource limitations and user preferences. We 
consider several formulations of the problem, some of which do not enforce topological constraints in 
degraded representation, while others do. The solutions to this problem result in reduced amounts of 
distributed data which conserve network bandwidth and other system resources. Experimental results and 
proposed topics for further research are also presented. 

 

Keywords--Semantic consistency, heterogeneous computing, resource management, virtual 
environments. 
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1. Introduction 

Collaborative virtual environments are becoming used in mobile computing contexts, where computing 
resources are limited, diverse, and variable. To meet these challenges, collaborative applications and their 
shared data representations need to take different forms on different devices. In a simple collaboration 
scenario, users or other applications create objects with varying structure and size. Exact replication of data 
is desirable to provide common grounding for collaboration, but this is not always feasible. For example, 
available network bandwidth limits the amount of information that can be sent remotely, memory capacity 
limits the number of elements that can be stored in the client device, graphics and processing power limit 
the number of graphical elements that can be displayed at interactive rates, and battery power limits all of 
the above. All these constraints make it necessary to distribute different versions of a virtual world, 
customized to different client devices. 

Other conflicts arise because of user’s preferences or group policies. For instance, it is possible that 
some users use 2D applications to monitor 3D virtual environments. Sometimes it is better to provide a 
mapping of the interactions in the 3D application to the 2D domain, rather than rewriting the 2D application 
to accept 3D interactions. In other cases, a symbolic representation of objects may be preferred to realistic 
visual representation. 

These situations raise the issue of taking into account the semantics of data while adapting to 
heterogeneity. The problem is how to adapt a virtual world to heterogeneous resources and preferences 
while maintaining meaning (semantic consistency) across the adapted representations. We present a model 
that maximizes semantic consistency of heterogeneous representations under the given constraints. 

Consistency has been widely studied in network environments and has become a broad concept with 
several interpretations. Two important interpretations relate to data integrity and semantic similarity. Data 
integrity is a process-based approach for consistency, where the data at collaborative sites are consistent if 
the operations executed on the data are up to date and executed in the same order. Semantic consistency 
deals with the heterogeneity that arises in the following forms [4]: naming conflicts, when the same element 
in a virtual environment is referred to by different names in different applications; domain conflicts, e.g., 
the homogeneous spatial transformation of a virtual object can be represented as a matrix or as a 
combination of position/orientation/scale; and structural conflicts, such as different representations of the 
scene graph. 

Maintaining a certain degree of semantic consistency across collaborative sites requires a certain amount 
of system resources. The resources might be unavailable or costly, in which case it may be beneficial to 
trade consistency for resources. In both cases we need to determine a plausible degree of consistency. 

This report describes a model for optimizing semantic consistency in an adaptive setting. We describe 
the mathematical problem for a generic case of heterogeneous data representations and for a particular case 
for level-of-detail (LOD) optimization, for which we find a real-time solution. We also provide 
experimental results in network traffic reduction and an estimation of the degree of semantic consistency. 

2. Related Work 

The problem studied here deals with managing system resources to provide quality of service (QoS), for 
which there has been great amount of published work. An important part of the solution involves system 
adaptation, and several proposed solutions are reviewed in [1]. In our previous work [33] we proposed a 
solution to handle heterogeneity in virtual environments, such as compute- and network disparities, by 
adapting the rate of messages exchanged between the collaborative sites. Consistency is a measure of 
quality and it can be seen as another dimension of adaptation to system resources. Consistency has been a 
common problem in collaborative virtual environments. The process-based view of consistency deals with 
the issues of latency and concurrency control. Since network latency plays a crucial role in consistency 
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maintenance, many researchers opt for latency hiding techniques or delayed time approaches, e.g., 
[30][34][25]. Others relate consistency with concurrency control problems, e.g., [9][21][32]. Some of those 
are based on relatively homogeneous computing environments. 

In heterogeneous environments, however, consistency has another dimension, since the representation 
and meaning of elements may be intrinsically different for a given application, so that maintaining and 
defining consistency becomes a semantic problem. Our concept of semantic consistency is related to the 
benefit or “contribution to model perception” as defined by Funkhouser et al. [8], and also to the quality 
concept introduced in the QUICK model [3]. The former defines an optimization problem for virtual 
environments, so that the update rate is maximized by choosing the best suitable representation of objects.  
The latter study defines a similar problem for collaborative virtual environments by including object 
parameters such as Quality, Importance and Cost. Other systems incorporate similar parameters to address 
the problem of determining level-of-detail in virtual worlds [24][27][10][23]. 

In our model, the problem of heterogeneity in semantics is solved by defining topology mappings 
between the client scene graphs. A direct application of the model is in choosing alternative representations 
for objects—or levels-of-detail—to reduce resource requirements or to meet other constraints. This is 
particularly important for collaboration settings where applications use different data representations; 
bandwidth and graphical capabilities are limited, and users have different needs. 

Semantic heterogeneity has been addressed in other systems [4][26], but it was aimed for heterogeneous 
databases rather than collaborative systems. Soto et al. define a semantic approach for interoperating virtual 
worlds in [31], where ontologies are used for solving the problem of interoperating virtual worlds. The 
problem with ontologies is that the system must handle them explicitly. A more generic approach relies on 
rule-based semantics and vertex properties, the strategy used in [22][2] for checking consistency between 
arbitrary XML documents. 

In virtual environments, our approach of semantic consistency maximization under the given resource 
constraints and preferences is aimed to provide fidelity-optimal simplification of 3D scenes. 

Generally, simplification implies loss of information. Another approach to reducing size of geometric 
data is compression, where the number of bits needed to represent geometric information is reduced in a 
lossless manner, e.g., [6]. Here we consider only the simplification approaches, since compression solves 
only the problem of transmission size. 

In virtual environments, however, optimality of the simplification is critical in an effort to utilize the 
scarce resources most efficiently. This problem can be described as an integer-programming problem, a 
variation of the Knapsack Problem ([12][13][17]), where it is necessary to select a subset of a scene graph 
so that fidelity, also called benefit, is maximized while resource utilization is maintained below a given 
threshold. This correspondence was first used by Funkhouser and Sequin [8] to provide interactive display 
rates for visualization of large scenes. 

The approach of Funkhouser and Sequin [8] works for non-hierarchical scenes. Maciel and Shirley [18] 
and later Mason and Blake [19] extended the problem domain to hierarchical representations. Erikson, 
Manocha & Baxter [7] also use hierarchical simplification in virtual environments. They focus on the 
dynamic generation of hierarchical imposters, and they use an approach based on Maciel & Shirley [18]. 

These variations of the Knapsack Problem are known to be NP-hard. For that reason, the methods for 
solving them are usually greedy algorithms, which do not guarantee exact solution. The greedy algorithm 
provided by Funkhouser and Sequin is half-optimal but only works for non-hierarchical scenes. For 
hierarchical structures such as trees, no greedy algorithm can guarantee a near-optimal solution. Mason and 
Blake [20] proved that half-optimality is feasible when the scene completeness constraint (described in the 
next section) is enforced and the benefit measure has diminishing returns. 
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Unlike these greedy algorithms, our approach finds the optimal solution for general hierarchical scenes. 
Optimality is particularly important in mobile applications, where resources are scarce. Although our 
algorithm runs in pseudo-polynomial time, it is possible to reduce the running time by increasing the 
granularity of the resource metric, i.e., decreasing the precision of the unit measure. 

3. Semantic Consistency Model  

Our model is based on the assumption that application state is represented by a directed acyclic graph, 
where the direction of edges represents hierarchical relationships of the elements. Virtual environments 
commonly use a scene graph as the main data structure. In the simplest case, an object is represented by a 
directed tree, where a vertex in the tree represents a part of the object. Semantics are embedded in the graph 
in the form of properties of vertices, such as geometric shape, color, position, etc. One particular property, 
the spatial transformation, is very common in graphical environments, and depends on the topology of the 
tree. 

If two sites contain the same graph, whose vertices are identical, i.e., the properties are identical, then the 
two sites are completely consistent. However, as already mentioned, complete consistency in heterogeneous 
mobile applications is not always desirable or even possible. One reason is domain conflicts, e.g., a 3D 
visualization vs. a 2D visualization. Another reason is due to the resource limitations, such as bandwidth, 
graphics update rate, etc. In such scenarios, semantic consistency needs to be maintained. We propose a 
definition of and an algorithm for maintaining consistency in terms of graph topology and vertex property 
isomorphism [16]. That is, the client graphs are built by mappings that reduce the fidelity of the original 
graph, so that topology and properties remain similar. 

3.1. Topology Mapping 

Although there are many ways to define lossy mappings between the server and client graphs, most of 
the applications make use of three types of mappings, when simplifying the application state in order to 
address the heterogeneity issues: subgraph mapping, vertex contraction and path merging (see Figure 1). 

Let us consider a configuration with one client and one server, and let Gs and Gc denote the server and 
client graphs, respectively. For a given graph G, let V(G) denote the vertex set, E(G) the edge set, and P(G) 
the path set (including the edges, which are paths of length 1).  

Definition 1. Subgraph mapping is an isomorphism from a subgraph Gs
* of Gs to Gc. 

This is perhaps the simplest mapping between the server and client graphs and is the basis of filtering out 
irrelevant information, as depicted in Figure 1(a). 

Definition 2. Vertex contraction is an isomorphism from Gs’ to Gc where Gs’ is obtained by contracting 
a subset of vertices in Gs to a single vertex. 

This is perhaps the most common type of mapping in shared virtual environments, which allows the 
simplification and abstraction of structured data as depicted in Figure 1 (b). 

Definition 3. Path merging is an isomorphism from Gs’ to Gc where Gs’ is obtained by merging a path in 
Gs, where all internal vertices have degree 2, to an edge. 

This type of mapping allows the omission of hierarchical relations between the elements, useful for 
flattening hierarchies, as depicted in Figure 1 (c). 

We assume that the topology mapping between the two graphs always satisfies the following conditions: 
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(C.1) There is a subset V* of the vertex set V(Gs), such that there is a surjective mapping 
Mv : V

* → V(Gc). 

(C.2) There is a subset P* of the path set P(Gs), such that there is a surjective mapping 
Mp : P

* → E(Gc). If v1 and v2 are the end vertices of a path p∈ P* then Mv(v1) and Mv(v2) are the end 
vertices of the edge Mp(p). 

(C.3) For each path p∈ P*, the internal vertices of p are not in V*. Paths in P* do not intersect. No two paths 
in P* share the same pair of end vertices. 

The applications that satisfy these conditions obtain the client graphs by applying mappings such as data 
compression, abstraction, summarization, and level-of-detail control. According to these conditions, a single 
vertex in the client graph corresponds to a single vertex in the server graph or to a set of vertices in the 
server graph. This is particularly useful in virtual environments, where parts of an object may be abstracted 
into an aggregate shape by using a simplified shape. 

Also, edges in the client graph correspond to either single edges or paths in the server graph. This is 
useful in scenarios where it is necessary to omit the intermediate vertices but it is required to maintain the 
connection between the two ends. Figure 1 shows examples of topology mappings. 

Let Mt denote the mapping between the client and server graphs at time t: 

 

shape 1 shape 2 shape 1 shape 2 

Super-graph Client graph 

Original Simplified 

branch group 

transform group 

transform group 

transform group 

branch group 

transform group

desk 

top drawer 

pencil computer 

desk (simplified) 

computer 

(a) 

(b) 
leg pencil 

(c) 

box box box cone cone cone box box box 

 

Figure 1. Examples of topology mappings. (a) Mapping from a vertex set to a single vertex. 
(b) Mapping from a path to a single edge. 
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Gc = Mt (Gs) 

A user interaction results in a graph operation on Gs or Gc, which is denoted respectively as Fs and Fc, and it 
results in a new server or client graph: 

Gs(t+1) = Fs(Gs(t)),     Gc(t+1) = Fc(Gc(t)) 

Given one of the operations, e.g., Fs, in order to maintain consistency, the system must find the other 
operation, in this case Fc, such that: 

Gc(t+1) = Mt+1(Gs(t+1)) 

The algorithm in [16] maintains the state consistency of heterogeneous collaborative applications. 

3.2. Property Mapping 

Since it is not possible to enable a complete interoperation only by means of topology mappings, the 
framework also defines a set of property mappings. The property mapping is related to the topology 
mapping defined above as follows. In the case of subgraph mapping, the property conversion is usually a 
one-to-one function. In the case of vertex contraction, the properties are usually defined as a combination of 
the properties of the grouped vertices. In addition to this, the framework also considers the cases of property 
dependency, as described below. 

The general sever-client mapping is defined as follows: a server property p, defined as a tuple (type, 
value) is mapped to a client property q, such that: 
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where Mp is a one-to-one mapping of properties. Eq. (1) provides a generic way to express property 
dependencies. Inverse mapping of a client property q is computed as follows: 

if f −1(q) exists, then  p.value = f −1(q) 

otherwise, it is defined by a user-defined policy 

An example of this mapping is coordinate conversion between 2D and 3D virtual environments. The 
property position in the 3D domain, consists of a tuple (x,y,z). Conversion to the 2D domain is done through 
a simple function: 

Position2D.value = (x,y),  where Position3D.value = (x,y,z) 

However, it is not possible to compute the inverse function deterministically. If the 2D application 
creates a vertex with property p = (Position, (x,y) ), this applies to infinite positions in the 3D environment 
along the z-axis. A possibility is to use a resolving policy, so that inverse mapping can be determined. For 
example: 

Position3D.value = (x,y,0), where Position2D.value = (x,y) 
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Property mapping for 3D to 2D coordinates can be more complex, since they need to handle rotations 
and scales in addition to positions, and they may depend on the coordinate systems of the ancestors in the 
graph structure. See details in [16]. 

3.3. Application-dependent and User-defined Policies 

Since the server-client mapping is not a one-to-one function, in some cases it is not possible to determine 
the inverse function for a given client operation. User-defined policies fill the gaps where topology and 
property mappings are unable to make such a decision. 

Let us consider the following case: a group of server vertices v1, v2, … , vn is contracted into a client 
vertex w. When the client adds an edge from w to another vertex w’, it may be necessary to add several 
edges from v1, v2, … , vn to some other vertices at the server. The exact number of new edges generated at 
the server is application-dependent and cannot be determined by the topology mapping alone. In such case, 
an application-dependant or a user-defined policy will determine the correct operation. 

3.4. Rule-based Definition of Mappings 

The application developer is required to define the rules for deriving a graph Gc from a graph Gs. These 
rules specify whether and how a subgraph in Gs maps to a subgraph in Gc, while satisfying the above 
conditions on graph mappings. We describe the rules as a set of tuples: 

        ℜ  = {ρi(x) : ρi(x) is of the form ( pi, ai) } 

where 

Set LOD=3     // level-of-detail 
Rule 1:    v.depth<LOD  // tree depth 

Action:  subgraph.insert(v) 
Rule 2:   v.depth=LOD 

Action:  createSet Vs 
 Vs.insert(v) 
 vsets.insert(Vs) 

Rule 3:   v.depth>LOD AND ∃ s ∈  vsets: v.parent ∈  s  
Action: s.insert(v) 

 

 Document 

Chapter 

SubChapter 

Paragraph 

Paragraph 

Paragraph 

SubChapter 

Paragraph 

Paragraph 

Paragraph 

Chapter 

Paragraph 

Table 

Info 

Document 

Chapter 

GROUP 

GROUP 

Chapter 

Paragraph 

GROUP 

(a) (b)  

Figure 2. Example of a rule-based mapping specification. 
(a) Super-graph; (b) Resulting client graph. 
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x is a vertex or edge, 

p is a logical expression (predicate), 

a is an action to be performed. 

such that, for a given vertex v or edge e, there exists at most one ρj(x) = (pj, ai)  such that pj is true for x=v or 
x=e. 

The action associated with each rule determines the subset where the element belongs, i.e., whether it is 
mapped to a single vertex or edge, whether it comprises a set of vertices, or whether it is part of a path. The 
condition of having at most one valid rule per vertex or edge ensures that vertices are mapped in disjoint 
sets. 

Figure 2 shows an example of a set of rules and their corresponding actions. In this example, the 
mapping is used to simplify a tree structure in a way such that nothing below a given tree depth is sent to the 
client. 

At present we do not provide a means to verify that a given ℜ  generates only the consistent pairs (Gs, 
Gc). The verification of correctness of a given ℜ  represents a potential topic for future research. 

4. Consistency Optimization 

The most direct advantage of our semantic consistency model is reduced network traffic related to the 
virtual objects and a measure of consistency or potential quality in terms of user-defined metrics. Generally, 
this means a tradeoff between the resources needed to maintain consistency of the shared data and the 
degree of consistency of the data as needed to adapt to mobile heterogeneous environments, which is a 
semantic problem. 

Resources can be defined in several ways: the byte size of the graph vertices gives an estimate of the 
required network bandwidth as well as storage memory at a thin client. In virtual environments, the polygon 
count of each vertex gives an estimate of rendering requirements, which translates directly to display update 
rate. 

Furthermore, consistency and resources can be seen as adaptive variables. One of them can be selected 
as independent variable and the other one considered dependent and which adapts according to hardware 
and/or software limitations and individual user preferences. This adaptation should be performed so that it 
yields an optimal solution. 

The most common document representation is a tree data structure, particularly for graphics scenes. The 
graphics tree is called scene graph, where each node represents an individual object or part of the scene. 
Semantics are embedded in the form of properties, such as geometric shape, color, position, etc. We define 
semantic consistency degree, denoted as ci, of a graph element i (node or link) as a measure of similarity to 
its original, which is contained in a scene supergraph. The consistency of the entire graph is denoted as C = 
f({c1, c2, …, cn}). If two computing sites contain the same graph with links and nodes identical, then the two 
sites are completely consistent. However, as already mentioned, complete consistency in mobile 
applications is not always possible. Often, client graphs will be simplified in order to meet the resource 
constraints of the communication network and/or the hosting site. 

Semantic consistency in our case measures the perceptual quality of a simplified scene. This is usually 
defined as the perceptual benefit of the data representation as observed by the user. This benefit can be 
measured, in principle, as the product of several quality heuristics. In virtual environments, these heuristics 
usually include accuracy of the representation, physical size, focus-of-attention (distance to visible area), 
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and semantics, among others. Accuracy favors those impostors that are visually more similar to the original 
object; focus favors those elements that are centered in user’s view, and semantics defines the inherent 
importance of some object types. In mobile devices, for example, display real-estate is limited, so the user 
only sees a portion of the scene at any given time. Elements on the periphery are less important then the 
elements in the center of the display, and elements outside the viewing window are much less important. 
The user can express viewing preferences explicitly, by assigning priorities to object types, or implicitly, by 
focusing attention to the most interesting part of the scene. 

To define a metrics for measuring resource utilization, let ri denote the resource utilization of a graph 
element i, and RG = g({r1, r2,…, rn}) the total amount of resources for the graph. The size of a structure in 
bytes, for example, gives an estimate of the storage requirements and the network bandwidth needed to 
transmit the virtual objects. In this way, it is possible to adapt the system to the limited bandwidth, memory 
and storage capacity. Other resource metrics include number of polygons of a scene and rendering cost, 
which are useful to control the display frame rate of the application. 

In the common definition of simplification, the simplified graph is a subtree of the original graph rooted 
in the same node. In addition, each node in the original graph may have alternative representations, also 
called impostors, so that the simplification process chooses either the node or one of its impostors. In the 
case of virtual environments, those impostors usually correspond to polygonal models of lower resolution. 
In tree structures, an impostor of an internal node represents the entire subtree rooted at it. This is also 
known as Hierarchical Level-Of-Detail (HLOD) (Erikson et al., 2001). Thus, to avoid redundant 
information, once an impostor is selected for the simplified tree, it should not have any descendants. In 
Section 4.1 below, this is introduced as the exclusive choice constraint. 

It is possible to enforce additional restrictions to the simplification. One of them is what we call the 
scene completeness (SC) constraint. This constraint states that each leaf node should have at least one 
representation in the resulting simplified scene, either by choosing the node itself or by choosing one of the 
impostors of any of its predecessors. 

 

(a) (b) (c) 

Traffic Bldg A Bldg B 

Buildings … 

Block1 Block 2 Traffic Block1 Block 2 Traffic 

Buildings … 

Bldg A 

Cars … 

Bldg B 

Buildings … 

Block1 Block 2 

, 

Figure 3. An example of structure simplification. (a) Original scene and its tree representation, (b) 
A simplification with scene completeness. (c) A simplification without preserving scene 
completeness. Items highlighted in (a) do not appear in (c), while they are represented in (b). 
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Figure 3 shows an example of structure simplification. A 3D-scene of a city is represented as a tree. With 
the SC constraint, the simplified version must contain a representation of each node, or a representation that 
combines two or more elements, such as the contraction of Bldg A and Bldg B in Figure 3(b). In Figure 3(c) 
SC is not enforced, and highlighted nodes in Figure 3(a) (e.g., Cars, Bldg A and Bldg B) have no 
corresponding representation. This relaxation of SC helps to omit elements that contribute little to the 
perceptual benefit of the simplified scene while consuming resources that can be allocated to more 
important objects. 

Figure 4 illustrates the importance of optimal as opposed to greedy simplification. Here, the user assigns 
greater importance (i.e., benefit contribution) to the house than to the other nodes (the trees). Since the 
greedy algorithm always tries to allocate first those nodes with the highest benefit/resources ratio, it will not 
be able to obtain the optimal solution, so the “house” node will never be chosen, regardless of its benefit 
value. The inclusion of different benefit heuristics (as described above) may result in non-convex functions, 
so greedy algorithms will perform worse than half-optimal. The scene represented in Figure 4 is a simple 
illustration of the problem. For larger environments, the problem may become significantly more 
pronounced. 

4.1. Integer Programming Definition 

The problem of determining the best possible simplification for a given mobile system can be seen as 
optimization under constraints. Consistency and resources can be seen as adaptive variables. One of them 
can be selected as an independent variable and the other as dependent. The constraints are given by the 
hardware and/or software limitations and individual user preferences. This system adapts the dependent 
variable to reach an optimal solution. 

As mentioned above, virtual environments are represented as directed trees. We write u→ v if node u is 
an ancestor of v. Each node is assigned a consistency degree c and a resource cost r. We assume that 
consistency f(⋅) and resource g(⋅) functions are linear. This is straightforward for resources, and, even 
though this may not always be the case for consistencies, it is a common practice to assume linearity. Then, 
the simplification problem can be represented as a 0−1 integer-programming problem (Ignizio & Cavalier, 
1994), where the nodes in the graph must be arranged in a subgraph, such that hierarchical structure is 
preserved. This leads to the following formulation of the problem: 

Max ∑ xi ci, 

Subject to 

∑ xi ri ≤ Rmax 

xi ≥ xj if vi→ vj 

 

(b) (c) 

Benefitg = 22 
Resourcesg=5 

Benefit = 54 
Resources=5 

(d)

house other 
trees 

trees trees trees 

house other 

(50,3) 

(2,1) (10,2) 

(2,1) 

(10,2)

(a)  

Figure 4. Optimal vs. greedy simplification. Maximum amount of resources = 5. (a) Original 
scene graph with (benefit, resources) pair for each node. (b) Original scene. (c) Result of greedy 
simplification (d) Result of optimal simplification. 
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xi = 0 or 1 

where the solution of the problem determines the simplified graph as follows: node vi belongs to the 
simplified version if and only if xi=1. This is known as Tree Knapsack Problem (TKP).  

In the case where each node contains multiple impostors, additional constraints must be added to the 
problem. Without loss of generality, we assume that each node has exactly one impostor. Let ri’ be the cost 
of the impostor of node vi, and ci’ its contribution to semantic consistency. We have the following 
optimization problem: 

Max {∑ xi ci + ∑ yi ci’}, 

Subject to 

∑ xi ri + ∑ yi ri’ ≤ Rmax 

xi + yi  ≤ 1     (1) 

xj + yi  ≤ 1 if vi→ vj   (2) 

xi  ≥ xj + yj  if vi→ vj   (3) 

xi, yi = 0 or 1 

This problem is TKP with two choices at each node, where xi = 1 means that node vi is selected, and yi = 
1 means that the impostor of node vi is selected. Constraint (2) states that if the impostor is selected, none of 
its descendants can be selected. We call this problem Exclusive Multiple Choice Tree Knapsack Problem 
(EMCTKP). The case with nodes having multiple impostors can be converted to an EMCTKP instance by 
adding new interior nodes to the scene graph for each additional impostor. The added nodes have no 
contribution to consistency and no cost, i.e., both are equal to zero (Figure 5). 

4.2. Scene Completeness Constraint 

 The scene completeness constraint requires that each node has at least one represen-tation. The simplest 
way to meet it, presented by Mason and Blake (1997; 2001), is to allow only solutions where a given node 
must be represented either by an impostor or implicitly in terms of all of its children. This problem can be 
transformed into a TKP. Let us assume that every node has a single impostor (obtained as in Figure 5) and 
has cost and profit pairs (ri, pi). Since in the solution a node must be replaced by all of its children, the 
problem can be transformed to a TKP instance by merging all the children v1, v2, … , vk of a given node vp 
into a single node. The corresponding cost and profit of the merged node are (r1’+r2’+…+rk’ – rp'+ rp, 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

Original scene graph Transformed to EMCTKP 

  

  

v1

v1’ v1’’ 
v2 v3

v3’ 

v3’ 

v1’’ 

v2’’ 

v2’ 

v1’ 
v1

u1 

v2

v3u2v2’ v2’’ 

 

Figure 5. Transformation of HLOD optimization to EMCTKP. Nodes are represented by circles 
and impostors by triangles. Nodes u1 and u2 are added to represent extra impostors. Since 
these nodes have no cost, the problem is unaltered. 
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p1’+p2’+…+pk’ – pp’ + pp). This transformation is illustrated in Figure 6, for a simple scene consisting of four 
buildings, grouped in pairs (city blocks). Note that for any subtree in Figure 6(b), there will be at least one 
representation of each object: either one of its impostors or as part of a grouping box. 

4.3. Algorithms 

As already mentioned, the above optimization problems are NP-complete. There are practical algorithms 
that can solve TKP exactly in a reasonable amount of time, for trees of size up to few hundreds of nodes 
[5][28]. Greedy algorithms have been considered as practical solutions for this kind of problems, because 
their computation time is in the order of O(n log n). However, for Tree Knapsack Problems, greedy 
algorithms are not guaranteed to provide near-optimal solutions and the result can be arbitrarily bad. 

For this reason, based on the algorithm for TKP in Cho & Shaw [5], we designed a dynamic 
programming (DP) algorithm that solves EMCTKP in pseudo-polynomial time. Inherent to DP algorithms 
is reusing the partial solutions for multiple instances of constraints (in our case resources). We refer to this 
algorithm as DPR (Dynamic Programming on Resources). 

Let tree T = (V,E) be the one in the definition of EMCTKP. We assume that the nodes are labeled in 
DFS (depth-first search) order starting from 0. For k ≤ n, let W = W(k) ={0,1,…, k} be the subset of V 
representing nodes labeled (visited) up to the node k and TW = (W, EW) be the induced subtree of T. For a 
given resource r and a given node v ∈  W, we define: 

PW (v,r) = Max {∑0≤i≤k xi bi + ∑0≤i≤k yi bi’} 

Subject to: 

xv+yv=1, 

∑0≤i≤k xi ri + ∑0≤i≤k yi ri’ ≤ r, 

for 0<i, j≤k, 

 

(r1, c1) (r1’, c3’ ) 

(r2, c2) (r3, c3) 

(r4, c4) (r5, c5) (r6, c6) (r7, c7) 

(r2’, c2’ ) (r3’, c3’ ) 

(r4’, c4’ ) (r5’, c5’ ) (r6’, c6’ ) (r7’, c7’ ) 

(r2’+r3’−r1’+r1, 
c2’+c3’−c1’+c1) 

(r4’+r5’−r2’+r2, 
c4’+c5’−c2’+c2) 

(r6’+r7’−r3’+r3, 
c6’+c7’−c3’+c3) 

(r1’, c1’) 

(a) 
EMCTKP + SC instance 

(b) 
TKP instance 

 

Figure 6. Transformation from EMCTKP with the scene completeness constraint to TKP.  
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xi + yi  ≤ 1,  

xj + yi  ≤ 1 if vi→ vj 

 xi  ≥ xj + yj if vi→ vj  

xi, yi = 0 or 1 

Then Max{PV(0,R), 0} is the optimal value of EMCTKP. 

To find PV(0,R), we use DFS approach proposed by Johnson and Niemi [13] and Cho and Shaw [5]. The 
algorithm finds the optimal value PV(0,R) in O(nR) time by applying the following recursive procedures 
(illustrated in Figure 7): 

1. (Initialization) 



=

∞−
≤≤

otherwise,

if,
),0( 00

)0(
Rrrc

rPW  

2. (Forward move to expand the set of labeled nodes) For k ≠ 0 and for each r=0,1,2,…,R, 

( )


 ∑=

∞−

≤+− ∈−

otherwise,

if,),(
),(

],0[0)1(
)(

rrc
k

rrkparentP
rkP

kpathj jkkW
kW  

3. (Backward move to revisit labeled nodes)  Let k ≠ 0 and W = W(k−1) ∪  T(k). For each 
r=0,1,2,…,R, 

( ) { ( ) ( ) }),(,),(,),(),( )1()1( rkPcrrkparentPrkparentPMaxrkparentP WkkkWkWW ′+′−= −−

 

 

For each node k and a given resource r, what is finally stored as P(k,r) will be PW(k,r), where 
W={0,1,…,k−1}∪ T(k) and T(k) is the subtree rooted at k. We use an index table I and assign I(k,r) to 
indicate its role in the solution that gives PW(0,r). I(k,r)=0 means xk=yk=0; I(k,r)=1 means xk=1, yk=0; and 
I(k,r)=2 means xk=0, yk=1, respectively, in the optimal solution that achieves PW(k,r) for W = {0,1,…,k−1} 
∪  T(k). 

The algorithm then finds the values of xk, yk (k=0,1, …,n) by tracing the index table I in a fashion similar 
to the algorithm of Cho and Shaw. Our algorithm differs from theirs in that we consider an additional case 
where I(k,r)=2, which represents the selection of an impostor that contracts the whole subtree below it. 
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4.4. Pseudo-code of the DPR algorithm 

The following is the pseudo-code for the DPR algorithm. The procedure Optimal_Value_EMCTKP 
builds the P and I tables according to the recursive procedures defined above. The procedure 
Optimal_Solution_EMCTKP traverses the table I to determine the optimal solution. 

Algorithm Optimal_Value_EMCTKP 
Input: pi , ci, ri, ci’, ri’, R, for i = 0,1,2,…,n (vertices are labeled in depth-first-search order) 
Output: Pv(0,r) and I(i,r) for all i ∈  V and for all r = 0,1,2,…,R  
begin 
[comment: Initialization] 
 r_min := min {rj | j ∈  V}; 
 for r := r_min to r0 – 1 do 
  P(0,r) :=   –∞ ; I(0,r) :=0; 
 for r := r0  to R – 1 do 
  P(0,r) :=   c0 ; I(0,r) :=1; 
[comment: Main Loop] 

r_path := r0 ; 
for k := 1 to n do 

  begin 
Forward_Move(k); 

   if (k is a leaf vertex) then 
     v := k ; 

    do 
     Backward_Move(v); 
     v := pv ; 

while ((v has no successor i such that i > k) and (v ≠ 0)) 

 1. Initialization 

2. For each vertex v in 
DFS order: Forward move 

3. After traversing subtree 
rooted in v: Backward move 

R 

n 

P 

I 

R 

n 

R 

n 

P 

v 

root 

1. 

2. 
3. 

v 

parent(v)

v 

v 

root

 

Figure 7. Dynamic programming algorithm for exact EMCTKP. 
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   end if 
  end 
[comment: Multiple choice of the vertex 0] 
 if (P(0,r0’) < c0’) then P(0,r0’) = c0’; I(0, r0’) = 2; 
end 

 
Procedure Forward_Move(u); 
begin 
 r_path := r_path + ru ; 
 for r := r_min to r_path – 1 do P(u,r) :=   –∞ ; 
 for r := r_path to R do 
  begin 

P(u,r) :=  P(pu , r – ru) + cu ; 
  end 
end 
 
Procedure Backward_Move(u); 
begin 
 r_path := r_path – ru ; 
 r_path’ := r_path + ru’ ; 
 for r := r_min to r_path’ – 1 do P’(u,r) :=   –∞ ; 
 for r := r_path’  to R do 
  begin 

P’(u,r) :=  P(pu , r – ru’) + cu’ ; 
  end 
 for r := r_min to R do 
  begin 
  if  (P(pu , r) ≥ P(u , r) and P(pu , r) ≥ P’(u , r)) then 
   I(u,r) := 0; 
  else if (P(u , r) ≥ P’(u , r)) then 
   P(pu , r) = P(u , r) 
   I(u,r) := 1; 
  else 
   P(pu , r) = P’(u , r) 
   I(u,r) := 2; 
  end if 
  end 
end 
 
 
Algorithm Optimal_Solution_EMCTKP 
begin 
 for i := 1 to n do x(i) := 0; 
 label vertex 0; 
 i := n; 
 r := R; 
 tail := –1; 
 [comment: Main Loop: keep deleting “tail”] 
 while (i > 0 and r > 0) do 
  begin 
  while (i is unlabeled) do 
   begin 
   if  (I(i , r) = 0) then 
    i := i – 1 ; 
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    tail := – 1 ; 
   else 

if  (tail = –1 or I(i , r) = 2) then tail := i; 
     label vertex i; 
     i := pi ; 

end if 
   end 
  if  (tail = –1) then  

tail := i; 
x(tail) := 1; 

   r := r – rtail ; 
  else 

if (I(tail , r) = 1) then 
x(tail) := 1; 
r := r – rtail ; 

else 
x(tail) := 2; 
r := r – rtail’ ; 

end if 
  end if 
  i := tail –1; 
  tail := –1; 
 end 
end 

 

 

4.5. Analysis 

The running time for the algorithm Optimal_Value_EMCTKP is O(nR) since it traverses each edge of the 
tree twice (forward and backward moves) and each move on the edge takes time O(R). The running time for 
the algorithm Optimal_Solution_EMCTKP is O(n) since it follows the reverse or the DFS order and the 
time cost at each node is O(1).  For the space cost, the tables at each node cost O(R) and the total cost of 
space is O(nR). 

5. System Architecture 

The system for adaptive semantic consistency comprises two components: the Graph Mapping and the 
Adaptive Mapper. The system assumes that the collaborative application provides a way to update the client 
scene graph and be notified about changes on it. 

5.1. Graph Mapping 

The Graph Mapping is the component that performs the mapping between client and server graphs and 
vice versa. It is a two-directional component. On one side, it gets client graph operations and maps them 
into the corresponding operations on the server graph (M−1). On the other side, server updates are mapped to 
client operations (M). 

Both M and M−1 are extensible multi-layered components whose parts are shown in Figure 8. The basic 
layer is an interface for basic graph operations, including vertices, edges, sets and properties. Through this 
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abstract interface, provided that the application has an implementation of basic scene graph operations, 
semantic consistency is maintained by means of three basic components: 

Structural (or topological) Mapping: handles the mappings between vertices, vertex sets, edges and 
paths, according to the model discussed before. 

Semantic Mapping: Translates property values and names into domain-specific names and syntax. This is 
required when client semantics are different and some transformation must be performed in order to 
interoperate them. 

Rule Manager: Evaluates user-defined rules and executes actions associated with the predicates that 
yield truth. 

User-defined semantics are represented in domain-specific property mappers and user-defined rules, 
using XML format. For the case of one-to-one vertex mapping, property mappers are simply functions that 
translate single values into client’s domain specific values. For the case of vertex sets (many-to-one 
mapping), property mappers provide a “sum” operation, such that the out coming value is function of the 
union of the properties of all vertices in the set. 

5.2. Adaptive Mapper 

The Adaptive Mapper appears as a preprocessor of the server graph operations before they are mapped 
into client operations. This preprocessing is usually performed on subgraphs instead of individual vertices. 
This way, an adaptive mapper decomposes a subgraph into single vertices, vertex sets and paths, which is 
used by M to finally obtain client updates. 

This component works in three phases: first, it computes the consistency degree and resources of 
individual elements, using a function provided to the system by the client (either through user input or 
application specifications). Secondly, it defines and solves the optimization problem. Lastly, vertices are 
separated into different sets, so that the graph mapping can determine whether or not a vertex should be 
mapped to the client graph. 

 

Rule  
Manager 

Rules 

Semantic  
Mapping 

Property  
Mappers 

Abstract core classes Interfaces for 
vertices, sets, graphs 
and properties 

Model for semantic 
consistency 

User defined 
semantics 

Structural 

Mapping  
Rule 

Manager 

Rules 

Semantic 

Mapping 

Property 

Mappers 

Abstract core classes Abstract core classes 

Application-specific Impl. Scene graph 
implementation 

Graph 
operation 

 

Figure 8. Component architecture of graph mapping. 
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Since consistency degree and resources vary from client to client, this computation must be performed 
on a per-client basis. However, a cache may be included so results such as consistency degree, resources, 
etc. do not need to be computed for clients that share the same metric. 

Figure 9 shows the collaboration diagram of the components of the system for a given user operation. 

6. Experimental Results 

The system was tested in a simulated collaboration setting. Heterogeneity is present in two forms: (i) 
client applications use both 3D and 2D environments, so a mapping must be applied to interoperate them. 
(ii) The 2D clients have limited and diverse resources. This is presented in the results as the size in bytes 
required for updating the clients. This could also be measured in terms of polygon count or various other 
metrics. 

6.1. LOD Scenario 

One scenario in which the system can be used is level-of-detail subscription. Each client defines the set 
of rules as specified in Table 1, setting lod to the desired level of detail. Objects are mapped to the client, 
so that no operations over elements beyond that level-of-detail will be updated. The most common update is 
transforming the object, either by changing its position, its orientation or its scale. In 3D homogeneous 
environments, this update is straightforward. In 3D-2D settings, however, some 3D transformations cannot 
be represented in 2D transformation matrices. That is the case of rotations in other planes than the one used 
in the 2D environment. In order to find a corresponding transformation for an object, it is necessary to 
transform all the elements in the subtree so that the resulting transformation in the leaves correspond 
visually to the projection of the 3D elements in the plane. Using different levels of detail helps to reduce the 
number of elements that need to be transformed. 

 

M2 

M1
-1 

M2
-1 

 

M1 

Client 1 graph 

Client 2 graph 

1. User Op 

6. Mapped to client Server Graph 
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4. Server graph updates 
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Adaptive 
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Figure 9. Collaboration diagram for semantic mapping between two clients and server. 
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There is a gain in using a reduced level of detail when creating and manipulating virtual objects. 
However, since objects vary in size and structure, it is not guaranteed that a given level of detail will 
provide a sufficient consistency between the resulting object and the original data. Furthermore, some 
objects may require a lot more resources in a lower level than other object in an upper level. 

The objects presented in the results are simple VRML models (< 40KB in size), most of them available 
from free Web repositories and widely used in virtual environments (see Figure 10). Similar results should 
be obtained when working with other sets of objects. Figure 11 shows the network traffic of using different 
levels of detail when distributing changes over the virtual objects. 

Figure 11 shows that for some objects, a given level of detail is not sufficient to reduce considerably the 
amount of data to distribute, and also that for a given amount of available resources, no fixed level of detail 
yields an optimal solution. This is why adaptive levels of detail, as an application of adaptive semantic 
consistency, are necessary. 

For this scenario, we assume that the user creates many objects in a 3D virtual environment, each with 
different size and structure. Several clients with different resource requirements are connected through a 
central server. Clients are 2D applications, so the consistency mapping is generated as follows: 

• Topological mapping is generated adaptively in order to maximize consistency, given an upper bound 
of available resources, i.e., object size in bytes. 

• Property mapping is a 3D→2D transformation, which ensures that resulting elements in client side are 
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Figure 10. Object set used in the experiments. The top row gives the object name, the 
middle row shows its 3D appearance and the bottom row shows its 2D appearance with 
level of detail 3. 
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Figure 11. Resources for user-defined level-of-detail. No adaptive behavior is present. 
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2D primitives corresponding to projections 
of 3D elements, and whose spatial 
transformations are isomorphic. 
Furthermore, those vertices in the client 
graph that represent subtrees (level-of-detail 
vertices) are represented as bounding boxes 
of the enclosed elements. 

 Although different approaches for 
simplifying objects may be applied, we use the 
simple shape approximation of a bounding box. 
It can be shown that similar results are obtained 
on using a different simplification. More 
sophisticated approaches should be based on 
techniques from computer vision and pattern 
recognition [29]. 

6.2. Consistency vs. Network 
Traffic 

Figure 12 shows the network traffic required 
to distribute updates (e.g. translation, rotation), 
on different objects, according to a given upper 
bound on the amount of data. Since spatial 
transformations may occur frequently, the upper 
bound must be sufficiently small so that several 
updates per second can be distributed using low 
available bandwidth. 

It can be seen from Figure 12 that for some 
objects, their topology is not necessarily a fixed 
level-of-detail, but a mix of elements with 
different rank. Note also that for the first six 
objects, consistency is nearly 1 when setting the 

upper bound to 4 KBytes or more. The similarity metric applied is bounding box similarity, based on an 
error metric commonly used for measuring level-of-detail similarity, and is defined as the maximum 
distance of characteristic points [15]. The objects appear to be completely consistent under this simplified 
metric, needing only about half the resources of the complete version, since they are very “box-like”, so that 
the bounding box simplification is very appropriate. 

Different upper bounds can be set dynamically to reflect different tasks. For example, object creation 
occurs seldom, so a higher upper bound on resources may be set. On the other hand, updating objects may 
occur frequently, so the available bandwidth becomes a limitation. The upper bound now needs to be 
lowered, and thus consistency is reduced. However, this reduction in consistency is temporal, and the 
original upper bound can be set after changes are done. 

Different optimization results can be obtained by different means, some of them defined by the user: 

• Using different consistency metrics 

• Using different algorithms for optimization. 

• Adding constraints to the optimization problem. 
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Figure 12. Results obtained using EMTKP for 
test objects using different upper bounds on 
resources. 
(a) Allocated resources: network traffic in 
KBytes. (b) Normalized consistency: 
measure of visual similarity. 
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Different consistency metrics provide different results. Depending on the definition of consistency or 
similarity measure, which can vary from user to user or from application to application, different elements 
inside objects become more or less important than others. 

For example, using the vertex ratio consistency metric, no element contributes more to consistency than 
others, so object appearance is of little importance. However, when using a consistency metric such as 
level-of-detail similarity, those objects that resemble a simplified version will be chosen instead of the 
constituting elements, thus contributing more to the overall consistency. 

Figure 13 shows the simplified version of a virtual object, as results from applying two different 
consistency metrics. In this first case, consistency degree is defined in terms level-of-detail error: 

 ci =  1 if vertex is a leaf, 0 otherwise 

 c’i = 1 – max(D) / diag  for non-leaf vertices 

where max(D) is the maximum distance between characteristic points of detailed shapes and the bounding 
box, and diag is the diagonal of the bounding box. This quantity measures how similar a bounding box 
looks compared to the internal detail. The second case chooses a consistency metric based on the bounding-
box area, so graph vertices corresponding to larger elements contribute most to consistency. 

Problems arise when given a large object and very limited resources. Important elements may be left out 
in the mapping and the resulting consistency degree is very low. The resulting object is not recognizable 
from the original shape, e.g., Figure 13(a), middle. 

 

(a) 

(b) 

 

Figure 13. Simplification of an object by using different consistency metrics.  

(a) Left: original object. Middle: simplified representation, using similarity measure 
(consistency) based on distance. Right: consistency based on area. Both use adaptive 
mapper with Max Resources = 20 KB. 

(b) Left: representation at LOD=3 (1.7 KB) Middle: LOD =4 (76 KB) Right: Flat Shading 
representation of complete model (340KB). 

(WrightFly model courtesy of www.rccad.com) 
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6.3. Performance of Optimization 
Algorithms 

Different optimization algorithms may also 
yield different solutions. Greedy algorithms, 
for instance, progressively select those 
vertices that contribute the most to the 
consistency degree. Depending on the way the 
algorithm traverses the graph, the selected 
vertices may produce different results. Each of 
the exact algorithms described in Section 0 
introduces different constraints, so different 
results may be obtained. 

In order to test the performance of the 
optimization algorithms, we set a client-server 
mobile collaborative environment. The mobile 
client runs a Java application, which uses a 
Java software renderer on a Pocket PC iPAQ 
h3860. The server was run on a 2.2 GHz Intel 
Xeon P4 with 1Gb RAM. 

We allow the user to define preferences for 
speed vs. fidelity and to enable/disable the 
scene completeness constraint. Preferences 
are stored in an XML file on the local host 
and sent to the server upon connection. The 
server uses this file to configure the 
optimization stack and setup the benefit and 
resources metrics. These parameters can be 
changed dynamically by the user. To express 
particular interest in some objects, we allow the user to set the region of interest. Objects that are closer to 
that area are more important than those further away. 

We measured the average computation time and the fidelity of the resulting simplifications for 
navigation of virtual environments with very different topologies: (i) octrees, where objects are localized in 
a spatial subdivision, (ii) grids and (iii) arbitrary scenes, where objects are located arbitrarily in a spatial 
region. We noticed that the sub-optimal fidelity of greedy algorithms is most noticeable in octrees and least 
in arbitrary scenes.  

Figure 14 shows the fidelity comparison of greedy vs. exact algorithms with and without scene 
completeness for octrees. (The results for grids and arbitrary scenes are slightly more favorable for greedy 

algorithms.) This fidelity comparison is obtained using the benefit ratio defined as: 
optimal

greedy

b

b
 

and results are graphed in two dimensions: the amount of available resources R and the scene instance. The 
scene complexity (scene graph size) grows exponentially, i.e., xcity44 world is approximately twice as large 
as xcity43, which in time is twice as large as xcity42. The graph shows how the greedy algorithm performs 
in terms of fidelity relative to the optimal solution. For instance, the benefit ratio of simplifying the scene 
xcity44 with R=500 is 0.33, i.e., the fidelity provided by the greedy algorithm is 33% of the optimal fidelity. 
A benefit ratio of 1 means that the greedy algorithm obtains the optimal solution. 
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Figure 15 shows the speed comparison of 
greedy vs. DP algorithms. The speed is 
computed as the ratio between the times for 
greedy and exact algorithms. For example, for 
the scene xcity44 with R=500, the time is 0.5, 
which means that the greedy algorithm is twice 
as fast as the exact one. Note that the speed-up 
grows linearly with R because the optimal 
solution takes O(nR) time, while the greedy 
algorithm is not significantly affected by R. 

Some of the key findings of our 
experiments are: 

• The greedy algorithm results in a 
varying degree of fidelity, depending on 
the structure of the scene and the benefit metric. For small scenes, the greedy algorithm results in a 
fidelity of 99%. We attribute this to the low sensitivity of the benefit metric in trees of little depth. In 
other words, the greedy algorithm is more prone to fail in trees of larger complexity, both in depth and 
degree. 

• The difference in fidelity is considerably larger when the scene completeness condition is enforced. 

• The difference in fidelity is more dramatic when the bound on resources is low relative to the total 
resources needed for that scene, i.e., R « ∑ ri. This is of special interest since the DP optimal solutions 
are fast for small values of R. In mobile devices this is also particularly useful since resources are 
scarce. 

7. Conclusions and Future Work 

We have presented a model that handles semantic consistency in heterogeneous collaborative 
environments. We formulate several variations of the knapsack problem to optimize consistency with 
limited resources. The integer programming problems we define, though NP-hard, can be efficiently solved 
using our algorithms and existing algorithms. The model finds a suitable topology mapping between the 
client scene graphs according to some upper bound on resource usage. This way, collaborative sessions may 
be more effective in cases where users have systems with different limitations, from PDAs to PCs and from 
cellular phones to large size displays, while ensuring an appropriate degree of semantic consistency. 

We propose some future directions in this research. A human factors study needs to be performed in 
order to measure the impact of distributing topological variations of the scene graphs instead of an identical 
replication, and how consistency metrics influence the user perception of consistency. The model proposed 
here can be extended to area-of-interest management and ontology-based virtual environments [31], among 
others. It can be applied to arbitrary collaborative applications which share structured documents, e.g., 
sharing arbitrary Web documents, as long as a suitable measure of content similarity can be defined. 
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